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BIS Expands Export Controls on
Huawei, Other Blocked Entities
In a move that could impact almost all semiconductor

research and vulnerability disclosure, that is providing

trade, the Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) Aug. 17,

ongoing security research critical to maintaining the

2020, took several more shots at Chinese firm Huawei,

integrity and reliability of existing and currently “fully

adding 38 more affiliates to the agency’s Entity List,

operational networks” and equipment.

broadening controls under the foreign direct product

In response to industry comments, the agency noted

(FDP) rule and expanding controls on blocked firms

that it “is mindful of not unduly creating harm with

already on the list.

the expiration of the TGL. The

“Huawei and its foreign

conforming changes made to

affiliates have extended their

the entries for Huawei and its

efforts to obtain advanced
semiconductors developed or
produced from U.S. software
and technology in order to
fulfill the policy objectives

BIS let expire the narrow and
temporary General License (GL)
authorizing certain transactions
with the firm.

non-U.S. affiliates on the Entity
List regarding cybersecurity will
help to mitigate the concerns
regarding the removal of the
TGL and further protect U.S.

of the Chinese Communist

national security and foreign

Party,”

policy interests,” BIS said.

said

Commerce

Secretary Wilbur Ross.
“As we have restricted its access to U.S. technology,

Agency Refined FDP Rule

Huawei and its affiliates have worked through third
parties to harness U.S. technology in a manner that

At the same time, BIS further refined the FDP rule

undermines U.S. national security and foreign policy

by applying the control to transactions: 1) where U.S.

interests,” he added.

software or technology is the basis for a foreign-produced

In a separate statement, Secretary of State Michael

item that will be incorporated into, or will be used

Pompeo explained that the expansion of the FDP rule

in the “production” or “development” of any “part,”

“will prevent Huawei from circumventing U.S. law

“component,” or “equipment” produced, purchased, or

through alternative chip production and provision of off-

ordered by any Huawei entity on the Entity List; or 2)

the-shelf (OTS) chips produced with tools acquired from

when any Huawei entity on the Entity List is a party to

the United States.”

such a transaction, such as a “purchaser,” “intermediate

As promised, BIS let expire the narrow and temporary

consignee,” “ultimate consignee,” or “end-user.”

General License (GL) authorizing certain transactions

“BIS received a few comments on the May 15 rule

with the firm four days earlier. The agency extended the

that raised concerns about ways it could allow Huawei

GL in May for the last time, it warned, despite pleas from

to continue to procure certain foreign-produced items

industry trade groups and individual firms to extend the

that are the direct product of certain U.S. technology or

GL permanently (see The Export Practitioner, August 2020,

software,” it explained.

page 26).

“One commenter noted that General Prohibition

For its part, BIS did make one part of the GL

Three is dependent on the ‘traditional’ foreign-produced

permanent: those exports involved in cybersecurity

direct product rule, specifically the letter of assurance

4
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criteria. BIS agrees the ‘traditional’ foreign-produced

facts. Over the past 30 years, Huawei has developed over

direct product rule contains a letter of assurance criterion

1,500 networks in more than 170 countries and regions

and is reviewing this issue,” the agency said.

and served 228 Fortune 500 companies and more than
three billion people all over the world,” Zhao noted.

Entity List Controls Broadened

As he has done in this and previous trade disputes, the
Chinese spokesperson threatened retaliatory measures.

The final rule similarly broadened controls on

“We urge the U.S. to immediately correct its mistakes and

the entire Entity List, as it clarified “the Entity List’s

stop smearing China and suppressing Chinese companies.

supplemental licensing requirements to state that these

The Chinese government will continue to take necessary

end-user controls apply

measures to safeguard Chinese

to any listed entity when

companies' legitimate rights

that entity is acting as a
purchaser,

“Controls apply to any listed entity
when that entity is acting as a
purchaser, intermediate or ultimate
consignee, or end-user.”

intermediate

or ultimate consignee, or
end-user.”
In a separate Federal
Register

notice,

and interests,” he added.

Industry, Trade Lawyers
Advised Vigilance

BIS

Industry

responded

explained that “freight

cautiously.

forwarders

reviewing the rule, but these

and

other

“We

are

still

‘intermediate consignees’ may have access to items

broad restrictions on commercial chip sales will bring

subject to the EAR, which creates a risk of diversion when

significant disruption to the U.S. semi-conductor industry.

such entities are listed on the Entity List.”

We are surprised and concerned by the administration’s

“Similarly, a ‘purchaser’ may coordinate all aspects of

sudden shift from its prior support of a more narrow

the purchase of items subject to the EAR from specifying

approach intended to achieve stated national security goals

the

including

while limiting harm to U.S. companies,” Semiconductor

designating the ultimate consignee who will receive the

Industry Association (SIA) President and CEO John

goods, to specifying the logistical arrangements made to

Neuffer said in a statement.

exporter,

reexporter,

or

transferor,

effect delivery of the items to the ultimate consignee,” it
added.

SIA represents 95 percent of the U.S. semiconductor
industry, the group noted. “We reiterate our view that

Included in the 38 Huawei affiliates across 21 countries

sales of non-sensitive, commercial products to China

added to the Entity List were: China, Argentina, Brazil,

drive semiconductor research and innovation here in the

Chile, France, Egypt, Germany, India, Mexico, Morocco,

U.S., which is critical to America’s economic strength and

Netherlands, Peru, Russia, South Africa, Switzerland,

national security,” he added.

Thailand, Turkey, UAE and the United Kingdom.
Chinese

Foreign

Ministry

Spokesperson

Industry association SEMI urged Commerce to extend
Zhao

the savings clause to 120 days from the current 30 days.

Lijian denounced the move. “China firmly opposes the

“Commerce’s decision to significantly expand these

deliberate smearing and suppression of Chinese enterprises

unilateral restrictions will likely lead to more lost sales,

including Huawei by the U.S. side. For some time now,

eroding the customer base for U.S-origin items. The new

the U.S. has been abusing national security concept and

restrictions will also fuel a perception that the supply of

state power to impose all sorts of restrictive measures on

U.S. technology is unreliable and lead non-U.S. customers

Chinese companies like Huawei without producing any

to call for the design-out of U.S. technology,” it said.

solid evidence. This is stark bullying.”

SEMI called on Commerce to “ensure predictable

“The U.S. claims that Huawei threatens U.S. national

and timely license decisions for all items and significant

security, which is totally baseless. Let's take a look at the

flexibility for licenses unrelated to 5G items. We also
September 2020 The Export Practitioner | 5
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urge the administration to pursue policies with fewer

“Exporters, particularly in the semiconductor industry

unintended consequences and damage to U.S. technology

but also downstream industries, are advised to continue

leadership,” the group added.

to maintain a robust export

Trade attorneys were also
quick to advise clients on the
latest Huawei developments.
“Ultimately BIS and the U.S.
Government

keep

sending

the same message: if you are

compliance program, and be

Industry association SEMI urged
Commerce to extend the savings
clause to 120 days from the
current 30 days.

prepared to make changes on
little to no notice,” they added.
“Persons dealing in items
subject to U.S. export jurisdiction
should

ensure

compliance

legally selling to Huawei, the

with all applicable licensing

U.S. Government will revise

requirements. Consequences of

its regulations to ensure that

noncompliance can be severe,

you are no longer legally selling to Huawei,” Arent Fox

including significant monetary penalties and in some

attorneys wrote in a blog post.

cases denial of export privileges,” White & Case attorneys
warned.
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CALIF. MAN PLEADS GUILTY TO
EXPORTING ATOMIC CLOCKS
Alex Yun Cheong Yue of South El Monte,
Calif., pleaded guilty Aug. 10, 2020, in Boston
U.S. District Court to charges of illegally
exporting cesium atomic clocks to Hong Kong
in 2016 without a Commerce license. The
indictment was unsealed in June 2019 (see The
Export Practitioner, August 2019, page 10).
Wai Kay Victor Zee of Hong Kong, who
remains at large, and his company, Premium
Tech Systems, were also charged. Cesium
atomic clocks are classified under Export
Control Classification Number (ECCN) 3A002
and controlled for anti-terrorism and national
security reasons. Sentencing is set for Dec. 10.
The clocks were used in Global Positioning
System solutions, network timing protocols,
encryption programs, and national defense and
space application, the indictment noted.
Company A manufactured and shipped the
cesium atomic clocks from its facility in Beverly,
Mass. Yue used a fictitious company, Ecycle Tech
International, LTD (Ecycle), to purchase U.S.origin controlled commodities from Company A
on behalf of Zee and Premium Tech in 2016.
He then “represented to Company A that
the U.S.-origin controlled commodities would
be used only inside the United States” for
cordless phone [research & development] and
pilot production, the indictment added. On
the airway bills for the subsequent export, Yue
falsely indicated that the packages contained
servers valued between $500 and $2000.

FIVE MEN INDICTED FOR
BUYING, SELLING IRANIAN OIL
Five men were indicted Aug. 26 in
Philadelphia U.S. District Court on charges
of violating Iran sanctions between July 2019
and February 2020. The defendants allegedly
conspired to arrange for the purchase of Iranian
oil for sale to a Chinese refinery.
Nicholas Hovan of New York; Zhenyu Wang,
aka “Bill Wang,” Robert Thwaites and Nicholas
James Fuchs of Dallas; and Daniel Ray Lane,
president of Dallas-based Stack Royalties, were
originally arrested and charged in February (see
The Export Practitioner, March 2020, page 10).

The men were charged with “attempting to
facilitate the purchase of petroleum directly from
Iran, to mask the origins of the petroleum due
to the U.S. economic sanctions, and to sell the
petroleum under masked origins to a company”

Lane and others “discussed how they
could conceal and disguise the proceeds
of their transactions in sanctioned Iranian
petroleum.”
in China, the indictment noted.
During a September 2019 meeting in Dallas,
Lane and others “discussed how they could
conceal and disguise the proceeds of their
transactions in sanctioned Iranian petroleum
and other activities,” the indictment charged.
During two January 2020 calls, Lane
“discussed the use of purported mineral rights
investments to conceal and to disguise the
proceeds of the Iranian petroleum deal,” it
added.
“The defendants in this case allegedly
conspired to sell Iranian petroleum to a Chinese
refinery in order to enrich themselves at the
expense of the US Iran sanctions regime,”
Assistant Attorney General John Demers said
in a statement. “The defendants devised a
scheme to use front companies, bribes, and false
contractual documents in order to conceal their
brazenly illicit activity,” he added.

S.C. LOAN COMPANY SETTLES
SEC BRIBERY CHARGES
Consumer loan company World Acceptance
Corporation (WAC) in Greenville, S.C.,
agreed Aug. 6, 2020, to pay the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) $21.7 million in
disgorgement and civil penalties to settle charges
that it violated the Foreign Corrupt Practices
Act (FCPA). At the same time, Justice declined
to prosecute the violations under its corporate
enforcement policy.
WAC’s former wholly owned Mexican
subsidiary, WAC de Mexico, S.A. de C.V. (WAC
Mexico) paid approximately $4.1 million in
bribes, directly or through intermediaries, to
Mexican government and union officials, from
December 2010 through June 2017 to obtain
September 2020 The Export Practitioner | 7
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and retain business related to its Préstamos Viva
business line, the SEC noted. “As a result of the
bribery scheme, WAC was unjustly enriched by
approximately $18 million,” it said.
“WAC failed to make and keep accurate
books and records and failed to devise and
maintain a sufficient system of internal
accounting controls necessary to detect and
prevent these bribe payments. The bribe
payments were inaccurately recorded as
legitimate “commission” expenses in WAC’s
books and records,” it added.
“WAC failed to implement sufficient internal
accounting controls over vendor management
and accounts payable at WAC Mexico, failed to
provide reasonable assurances that WAC Mexico
had implemented an FCPA policy and was
adhering to it, failed to provide FCPA training
at WAC and WAC Mexico, and lacked sufficient
entity level controls over WAC Mexico,” the SEC
order said.
In its declination letter, Justice cited the
company’s “prompt, voluntary self-disclosure
of the misconduct,” its “full and proactive
cooperation, and its “full remediation, including
the additional FCPA training added to World’s
compliance program,” along with the firm’s
separation from executives and discontinuing
relationships with certain third parties in
Mexico.
The company sold its Mexican subsidiary in
July 2018. “Since selling our foreign businesses
over two years ago, our team has been focused
on designing and offering affordable credit
solutions that help people realize their financial
goals,” President and CEO Chad Prashad said in
a statement. “We are pleased to put this matter
behind us and believe we are well positioned for
the future,” he added. WAC neither admitted nor
denied the allegations.

ILL. FREIGHT FIRM SETTLES
BIS ANTIBOYCOTT CHARGES
Independent Freight International, LLC
in Elk Grove Village, Ill. agreed July 23, 2020,
to pay a $7,500 civil penalty to settle three
Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) charges of
violating antiboycott regulations.
The company agreed to settle charges of

8
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failing to report the receipt of a request to
engage in a restrictive trade practice or foreign
boycott from March 2016 through June 2018
during transactions with Qatar and United Arab
Emirates (UAE). Independent neither admitted
nor denied the allegations.
Letters of credit included the following
language: “Documents required: a certificate
from carrier or agent of the carrying vessel
showing its name, flag and nationality also
confirming that the vessel is permitted to enter
Arab ports.”
Another letter of credit required “a certificate
from the carrier/master or their agents stating
the name of vessel… and the vessel is permitted
to enter destination ports.”

FLORIDA MAN SENT TO PRISON
FOR FIREARMS EXPORTS
Vladimir Volgaev of Sarasota, Fla., was
sentenced Aug. 4, 2020, in Tampa U.S. District
Court to 33 months in prison for shipping more
than 1,600 firearm components, including
AlphaWolf barrels, slides, Glock receivers and
Luger frames, to Ukraine without State licenses.
Volgaev pleaded guilty in August 2019 to
smuggling goods from the U.S. In May 2018, U.S.
Customs and Border and Protection (CBP) agents
in Miami “randomly selected for examination
an outbound United States Postal Service (USPS)
mail parcel,” the criminal complaint noted.
“The description of the parcel was
‘Automatic Bread Maker – Hitachi (used),’” it
said. “A used Hitachi Automatic Home Bakery
bread maker was discovered inside the parcel. An
x-ray of the bread maker showed several dense
anomalies located on one side of the appliance,”
the complaint added.
An October 2018 parcel was described as
an “audio amplifier.” An x-ray of the package
showed what appeared to be a square metal
box, within which were firearm barrels and
magazines.
Volgaev described a November 2018 package
as containing a car axle and told a cooperating
witness that car axles are expensive “over there,”
which the witness understood to mean Ukraine,
the complaint noted.
“Volgaev further explained to CW-5
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[witness] that it was cheaper to purchase a car
axle in the United States and mail it to Ukraine
than it was to purchase one in Ukraine,” it said.

these bribe proceeds were ultimately used to
purchase residential real estate in De Jongh’s
name in the Southern District of Texas.”

FORMER CITGO OFFICIAL CAUGHT
IN PDVSA BRIBERY SCHEME

CALIF. HUSBAND, WIFE CHARGED
WITH ATTEMPTED FIREARMS EXPORT

Jose Luis De Jongh Atencio (De Jongh), a
dual U.S.-Venezuelan citizen and former official
at Citgo Petroleum, a Houston-based subsidiary
of Venezuela’s state-owned energy company
Petróleos de Venezuela S.A. (PDVSA), was
charged Aug. 6, 2020, in Houston U.S. District
Court with laundering the proceeds of a bribery
scheme.
De Jongh is the 27th individual charged, 20
of whom have pleaded guilty, as part of a larger
investigation into PDVSA bribery. Most recently,
Alfonso Eliezer Gravina Munoz (Gravina) of
Katy, Texas, a former PDVSA procurement officer,
was sentenced in February to 70 months in
prison in Houston federal court (see The Export
Practitioner, March 2020, page 13).
Jose Manuel Gonzalez Testino of Miami, a
dual U.S.-Venezuelan citizen, pleaded guilty in
May 2019 for his role in the scheme (see The
Export Practitioner, June 2019, page 10). Tulio
Anibal Farias Perez (Farias), a Venezuelan citizen
and Texas resident, was Gonzalez’s partner with
a 50 percent ownership stake in several closely
held companies. He pleaded guilty in February in
Houston federal court.
Beginning in 2013, Gonzalez, Farias and
others “offered, paid, promised, and authorized
the payment of bribes to De Jongh in the form
of monetary payments, gifts, and other things
of value, in exchange for De Jongh providing
improper advantages in order for Gonzalez,
Farias, their businesses and others to obtain and
retain business with Citgo and PDVSA,” the De
Jongh indictment said.
The gifts included tickets to a 2014 World
Series game, Super Bowl XLIX and a U2 concert.
“De Jongh laundered the bribe proceeds by
causing funds to be sent from bank accounts
held in the name of one shell company to
another, specifically from Shell Company A to
Shell Company B, and then to accounts held in
the names of his associates.”
“After being transferred through two
Panamanian accounts and two Texas accounts,

A husband and wife from Oakland,
Calif., Fares Abdo Al Eyani and Saba Mohsen
Dhaifallah, were arrested and charged Aug. 26,
2020, in San Francisco U.S. District Court with
attempting to ship export-controlled night
vision rifle scopes to Oman without the required
State license.
In November 2019, Customs and Border
Protection (CBP) searched a shipping container
and “discovered four disassembled firearms,
composed of three handguns and one rifle,
wrapped in aluminum foil and interspersed
between car parts packed inside the passenger
compartment of one of four vehicles inside the
shipping container,” the criminal complaint
said. The handguns were controlled under U.S.
Munitions List Category I(a).
“One of the handguns did not have a
serial number, the serial number of the rifle
had been removed, and the serial numbers on
the remaining two handguns were registered
in Virginia and Arizona. Additionally, two
magazines and 39 rounds of ammunition, in two
different calibers, were also found,” it added.
In addition, Al Eyani did not disclose he
was exporting firearms. “Al Eyani declared in
customs paperwork that the contents of the
shipping container were four automobiles, three
motorcycles, and $1,000 in ‘household goods.’
The value of the rifle discovered likely exceeds
$1000 by itself,” the complaint noted.

HERBALIFE PAYS $122 MILLION
TO SETTLE BRIBERY CHARGES
Los Angeles-based Herbalife, the publicly
traded international multi-level marketing
company, agreed Aug. 28, 2020, to pay $122
million to settle charges from Justice and the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) that
it violated the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
(FCPA).

September 2020 The Export Practitioner | 9
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The company’s Chinese subsidiary (Herbalife
China) engaged in a scheme to offer corrupt
payments and other improper benefits to
Chinese government officials to obtain licenses
from 2006 to 2016.
Two former executives of Herbalife’s Chinese
subsidiary, Yanliang Li, aka Jerry Li, the former
head and managing director, and Hongwei Yang,
aka Mary Yang, the former external affairs head,
were charged in November in Manhattan U.S.
District Court for their roles in the scheme (see
The Export Practitioner, December 2019, page 10).
Li and Yang remain at large.
The two executives “provided improper
benefits of cash, gifts, travel, alcohol, meals,
and entertainment to Chinese government
officials. Certain Herbalife executives received
reports of high travel and entertainment
spending in China and violations of Herbalife’s
internal FCPA policies, but failed to detect and

Herbalife China engaged in a scheme to offer
improper benefits to Chinese government
officials to obtain licenses.
prevent improper payments and benefits and
falsifications of expense reports,” the SEC order
noted.
The scheme had three goals: obtaining and
retaining certain of Herbalife China’s direct
selling licenses; improperly influencing certain
Chinese governmental investigations into
Herbalife China’s compliance with Chinese laws
applicable to its business; and (3) improperly
influencing certain Chinese state-owned media
for the purpose of removing negative media
reports about Herbalife China, the three-year
deferred prosecution agreement (DPA) outlined.
In December 2006, “Li and Yang discussed
Li’s approval of giving ‘red envelopes’—i.e., cash
payments—to Chinese Government Agency 2
officials, and obtaining reimbursement from
Herbalife China for these red envelopes through
reimbursement requests that falsely represented
the expenditure,” the DPA added.
The $55 million criminal penalty for
Herbalife “reflects a 25 percent reduction off the
bottom of the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines fine
range because of Herbalife’s full cooperation
with the government’s investigation,” Justice
10
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said. The company also agreed to pay the SEC
$67 million in disgorgement and prejudgment
interest.

SINGAPORE MARINE FIRM
SETTLES BIS EXPORT CHARGES
After a ruling by an Administrative Law
Judge, Singapore-based Nordic Maritime Pte.
Ltd. (Nordic) and its chairman Morten Innhaug
agreed Aug. 20, 2020, to pay $31,425,760 to
settle Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)
charges of illegally exporting U.S.-origin subsea
survey equipment controlled under Export
Control Classification Number (ECCN) 6A001
for use in Iranian territorial waters.
A 2017 BIS charging letter alleged that: (i)
Nordic illegally reexported certain seismic survey
equipment to Iran that was controlled by the
Export Administration Regulations (EAR) for
national security and anti-terrorism reasons; (ii)
Nordic acted knowingly in doing so; and (iii)
Nordic made false and misleading statements to
BIS during its investigation.
“The unlawful export occurred pursuant
to a contract between Nordic and Mapna
International FZE to conduct a seismic survey
in Iranian territorial waters,” the final BIS order
noted.
“During the investigation, Nordic provided
BIS a written submission falsely stating that
Reflect never advised Nordic that the survey
equipment was subject to a BIS export license,
Reflect never communicated any BIS export
license conditions controlling the survey
equipment and never provided a copy of the BIS
license to Nordic,” BIS noted.
“Against the backdrop of the cases and
legal framework discussed above, Respondents’
knowing export of sensitive oilfield survey
equipment to an American adversary, led by
the company’s chairman, and then lying to BIS
about it, warrants a civil monetary penalty of
twice the value of the underlying transaction,”
the BIS order noted.
Nordic Used Items in Iranian Gas Field
The firm “transported to and used in
Iranian waters U.S.-origin maritime surveying
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equipment, including specifically compass birds
and streamer sections, classified under [ECCN]
6A001 and controlled for National Security and
Anti-Terrorism reasons,” the charging letter said.
“Nordic Maritime reexported the items to
the Forouz B natural gas field in Iran without
seeking or obtaining authorization from BIS
or from OFAC, in connection with the items.
Nordic Maritime used the items to conduct a
seismic survey of Forouz B gas field and did so
effectively on behalf of or for the benefit of the
Iranian government,” the charging letter said.
The company “stated that company A
had never ‘(1) advised Nordic that any of
the equipment onboard the vessel was reexported pursuant to a BIS export license,’ ‘(2)
communicated to Nordic any BIS export license
conditions’ or ‘(3) provided a copy of the BIS
license to Nordic.’ These statements were false or
misleading.”

OFAC DESIGNATES DUBAI FIRMS
FOR VIOLATING IRAN SANCTIONS
A freight forwarding company in the
United Arab Emirates (UAE) and its managing
director, an Iranian national living in UAE, were
charged with conspiring to ship an U.S-origin
commercial aircraft part to Iran without a license
from Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control
(OFAC).
Parthia Cargo LLC and Amin Mahdavi were
charged Aug. 19, 2020, in D.C. U.S. District
Court with conspiracy to violate U.S. export laws
and Iran sanctions.
At the same time, OFAC designated
Mahdavi, Parthia Cargo and Dubai-based Delta
Parts Supply FZC for material support of blocked
Iranian airline Mahan Air.
In July 2017, “Mahdavi told a U.S.
government official that, among other things,
he understood that a U.S. government license
was necessary to lawfully ship U.S. commercial
aircraft parts to Iran, and Mahdavi said that
he would stop shipping such parts to Iran as
long as he was aware that the parts had a U.S.
connection,” a court document noted.
In the months after that conversation,
“Parthia Cargo shipped numerous U.S.-origin
goods from the UAE to Iran without seeking or

obtaining a license from OFAC,” it added.
In September 2017, “Mahdavi instructed
Person A and agents of Company 2 in Iran that
Parthia Cargo was ready to collect the U.S.-origin
commercial aircraft part as a local shipment (as
opposed to an international import) in the UAE.
When Mahdavi issued this instruction, he was
already informed that the commercial aircraft
part had originated in the United States,” the
document said.
Freight Forwarder, Supplier
Provide Mahan Services
“Together, these companies have provided
key parts and logistics services for Mahan Air,
which is designated under counterterrorism
authorities for support to Iran’s Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps-Qods Force (IRGCQF), as well as under a counter proliferation
authority that targets weapons of mass
destruction proliferators and their supporters,”
Treasury said.
In May, OFAC designated China-based
Shanghai Saint Logistics Limited for acting as
a Mahan Air general sales agent (GSA) (see The
Export Practitioner, June 2020, page 21). Treasury
designated Mahan Air in 2011.
“Dubai-based Parthia Cargo serves as a
freight forwarding agent of Mahan Air and has
regularly forwarded consignments of aircraft
parts, including U.S.-origin parts, from UAE
directly to Mahan Air in Tehran, as well as to
Mahan Air front companies in Istanbul,” the
agency noted.
“Parts have typically been shipped aboard
regularly scheduled Mahan Air flights between
Dubai and Tehran. Several additional Iranian
airlines and aviation firms have also relied on
Parthia Cargo to forward U.S.-origin aircraft parts
to Tehran,” it added.
“Delta Parts Supply FZC has sold key
aviation goods, including U.S.-origin parts,
directly to Mahan Air or its front companies.
Aircraft part orders have shipped aboard the
regularly scheduled Mahan Air flights from
Dubai and have utilized the freight forwarding
services of Parthia Cargo,” Treasury said.
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COMPANY PRESIDENT CHARGED
WITH EXPORTING ELECTRONICS
A N.J. company president and a sales
representative were charged with conspiring
to export dual-use electronic components,
telecommunications components, and sensors
to Hong Kong and China without Commerce
licenses.
Chong Sik Yu, aka Chris Yu, president of
America Techma Inc. (ATI) in Englewood Cliffs,
N.J., and Yunseo Lee, an ATI sales representative,
were arrested Aug. 6, 2020, and charged in
Manhattan U.S. District Court.
In January 2020, for example, law
enforcement officers conducted a border
inspection of a shipment containing boxes of
components sent by ATI to Hong Kong Trading
Company-1 in Hong Kong. The shipment
contained components with Export Control
Classification Numbers (ECCNs) 3A001.a.2.c,
3A001.b.2.d and 5A002.a, the complaint noted.
“Hong Kong Trading Company-1 had been

advised by a representative of the shipping
company that the package had been called back
to redo the customs clearance,” the complaint
added.
“Hong Kong Trading Company-1 wanted ATI
to lie to the shipping company and claim that
the package had been sent to the wrong person,
so that ATI and Hong Kong Trading Company-1
could evade law enforcement scrutiny by
repackaging and reshipping the items at a later
date,” it said.
“To avoid detection by U.S. customs and
export officials, ATI began transshipping
components though its office in South Korea,”
the complaint noted.
For example, in February 2020, Lee “sent
an email to another ATI customer located in
Hong Kong (Hong Kong Company-2) stating, in
part, that ‘we had delivery issue currently with
customs, so we’ve decided to release all items to
South Korea first and release to HK from Korea
temporarily,’” it added.

For Weekly News on Trade, Read

Washington Tariff & Trade Letter
www.WTTLonline.com
For FREE Trial Subscription Call 301-460-3060
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OUR AWARD-WINNING
TRAINING VIDEO IS NEW
AND UPDATED!

The global landscape is constantly changing. Terrorism and the proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction have led to tighter controls over exports among
the U.S. and its allies. Now, more than ever, enforcement of federal export
regulations is a real concern for businesses. Non-compliance can result in severe
penalties.
The rules are complex, and we’re here to help. For over 20 years, Trade
Compliance Group has provided companies large and small with expertly
produced, easy-to-understand training videos that take the mystery out of
export compliance. Featuring compelling narration, music, graphics and
re-enactments of typical scenarios, all key bases are covered:
• Export definitions
• The regulations (EAR and ITAR)
• The expectations of the federal agencies who enforce them
• Penalties for non-compliance
• “Red Flags” to watch out for in your transactions
• And more…

“MASTERING EXPORT COMPLIANCE” is the perfect

enhancement to any effective export compliance training program.
Preview it yourself on our YouTube channel.
Available in multiple formats — see how manageable export compliance can be!

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Contact us today at (202)-621-5484
or ykalin@tradecompliancegroup.com

Mastering Deemed Exports
Mastering Exports to China
Mastering Import Compliance

EXPORT
FEATURE
CONTROLS
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BIS REQUESTS PUBLIC COMMENTS
ON FOUNDATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES

LAWMAKERS INTRODUCE BILL
TO STOP DRONE SALES

Let’s blame the global pandemic for the
delay. After two years of discussion and industry
angst, the Bureau of Industry and Security
(BIS) Aug. 27, 2020, requested comments on
foundational technologies in a long-awaited
advanced notice of proposed rulemaking
(ANPRM). Comments are due Oct. 26.
The agency had aimed to publish the
ANPRM “before the end of the calendar year,”
BIS officials told the agency's Regulations and
Procedures Technical Advisory Committee
(RAPTAC) in September 2019. They referred to
calendar year 2019 (see The Export Practitioner,
October 2019, page 14).
The ANPRM has been in the works since
the 2018 National Defense Authorization Act
(NDAA) authorized Commerce to establish
“appropriate controls, including interim
controls, on the export, reexport, or transfer
(in country) of emerging and foundational
technologies.”
“Foundational technologies essential
to the national security are those that may
warrant stricter controls if a present or potential
application or capability of that technology
poses a national security threat to the United
States. In order to determine if technologies are
foundational, BIS will evaluate specific items,
including items currently subject only to antiterrorism (AT) controls on the CCL [Commerce
Control List] or those designated as EAR99,” the
ANPRM said.
BIS requested public comment to “inform
the interagency process to identify and describe
foundational technologies,” it said. “This
interagency process is expected to result in rules
and comment periods with new control levels
for items currently controlled for AT reasons
on the CCL or new ECCNs on the CCL for
technologies currently classified as EAR99,” BIS
noted.
“Many of these items, including
semiconductor manufacturing equipment and
associated software tools, lasers, sensors, and
underwater systems, can be tied to indigenous
military innovation efforts in China, Russia
or Venezuela. Accordingly, they may pose a
national security threat,” the agency added.

Two weeks after the administration relaxed
its export polices on certain Unmanned Aerial
Systems (UAS), a bipartisan group of senators
introduced a bill (S. 4474) to stop the sales
to countries not closely allied to the U.S. The
lawmakers cited the Saudi war in Yemen and
other human rights abuses.
After months of attempting to effect change
at multilateral regimes, the administration in
July relaxed its UAS export policies to allow
transfers of certain slower systems on a case-bycase basis, rather than the more stringent “strong
presumption of denial” the Missile Technology
Control Regime (MTCR) currently requires (see
The Export Practitioner, August 2020, page 13).
The bill, introduced Aug. 6, 2020, by Sens.
Chris Murphy (D-Conn.), Mike Lee (R-Utah),
Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.), Rand Paul (R-Ky.) and
Chris Coons (D-Del.), would prohibit the export,
transfer or trade of advanced drones with a range
greater than 300km or a payload greater than
500kg, with an exception for NATO members,
Australia, New Zealand, South Korea, Japan and
Israel.
“If we allow Trump to start selling drones,
we set a dangerous precedent that allows and
encourages other countries to sell missile
technology and advanced drones to our
adversaries. In addition, the president’s action
will only further enable the Saudis to continue
killing more innocent civilians in Yemen by
supplying them with advanced U.S.-made
drones,” Murphy said in a statement.
“This bill reflects bipartisan congressional
concerns that the Trump Administration
is attempting to undermine Congress’ role
in overseeing arms sales and international
frameworks to monitor arms proliferation,”
Coons said.
“Congress should exercise additional
oversight of U.S. arms sales and make sure that
our advanced conventional weapons only go to
allies who share our values and respect human
rights,” he added.
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TRADE SANCTIONS
AGENCIES SUSPEND CUBA
PUBLIC CHARTER FLIGHTS
Citing Cuba’s influence in Venezuela, the
administration Aug. 13, 2020, suspended all
charter flights to Havana, just weeks after putting
in place a process to distribute the charters.
The suspension will allow a 60-day wind-down
period and take effect in October.
Transportation (DOT) in May finalized the
procedures to distribute public charter flights
between U.S. and Havana (see The Export
Practitioner, June 2020, page 21). In January,
the administration suspended all public charter
flights to Cuban airports, except Havana, and
capped charter flights to Havana itself.
“The Cuban military and intelligence
services own and operate the great majority of
hotels and tourism infrastructure in Cuba. We
urge travelers of all nationalities to consider this
and to make responsible decisions regarding
travel to Cuba. The suspension of private charter
flights will deny economic resources to the
Castro regime and inhibit its capacity to carry
out abuses,” Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said
in a statement.
“Our message to the Castro regime has been
clear: The United States will continue to stand
up for the Cuban people and against the regime’s
abuses and its interference in Venezuela to prop
up Maduro’s illegitimate hold on power,” he
added.
The DOT order suspends all charter flights to
Cuba “except for authorized public charters to
and from Havana and other authorized charter
flights for emergency medical purposes, search
and rescue, and other travel deemed to be in the
interest of the United States.”

EU PARTNERS REJECT U.S.
IRAN SANCTIONS SNAPBACK
Once a team leaves the game, they don’t get
to vote on the rules or protest the results. The
U.S. Aug. 20, 2020, formally notified the United
Nations (UN) Security Council that it is initiating
the restoration or “snapback” of sanctions on
Iran that were lifted under UN Security Council
Resolution 2231.
European Union (EU) partners that are
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still part of the Iran nuclear deal, or Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), rejected
the move.
The rejection should come as no surprise,
as the administration’s recent attempts led by
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo to marshal the
international community to both isolate and
punish Iran had been rebuffed. Most recently,
a June 30 UN vote to extend the Iran arms
embargo failed (see The Export Practitioner, July
2020, page 15).
“This process will lead to those sanctions
coming back into effect 30 days from today.
Our message is very, very simple: the [U.S.] will
never allow the world’s largest state sponsor of
terrorism to freely buy and sell planes, tanks,
missiles, and other kinds of conventional
weapons. These UN sanctions will continue the
arms embargo,” Secretary of State Mike Pompeo
told reporters in New York.
One small problem: the U.S. unilaterally
withdrew from the JCPOA in May 2018 and
“has subsequently not participated in any
JCPOA-related activities. It cannot, therefore,
be considered to be a JCPOA participant
State for the purposes of possible sanctions
snapback foreseen by the resolution,” EU High
Representative Josep Borrell said in a statement.
“Our position regarding the effectiveness of
the U.S. notification pursuant to resolution 2231
has consequently been very clearly expressed
to the Presidency and all UNSC [UN Security
Council] members. We cannot therefore support
this action which is incompatible with our
current efforts to support the JCPOA,” France,
Germany and the United Kingdom (“the E3”)
said in a separate statement.
“We remain committed to the JCPOA
despite the significant challenges caused by U.S.
withdrawal. We believe that we should address
the current issue of systematic Iranian noncompliance with its JCPOA obligations through
dialogue between JCPOA participants, including
through the Joint Commission and use of the
Dispute Resolution Mechanism,” the E3 added.
Lawmakers, Observers Respond Quickly
U.S. lawmakers responded in predictable
ways. “Invoking snapback is a last resort, not a
first choice. However, this step is now necessary
to prevent Iran and their proxies from wreaking

TRADE SANCTIONS

further havoc in the Middle East and around the
world,” Rep. Michael McCaul (R-Texas) said in a
statement.
“I am disappointed that our European
colleagues, despite their concerns over Iranian
behavior, have made a conscious choice to stand
on the sidelines in order to support a nuclear
deal which Iran has clearly breached. Our
European friends promised us when the deal was
made that they would join us in enforcing the
snapback provisions,” Sen. Jim Risch (R-Idaho)
echoed.
“The Trump Administration talked a big
game but has produced no results. Re-imposing
sanctions, known as snapback, is the ultimate
admission of failure. The United States withdrew
from the [JCPOA], and it’s not clear whether we
can still use the leverage that comes with being
a participant in the JCPOA, including invoking
snapback,” Rep. Eliot Engel (D-N.Y.) said in
contrast.

Former U.S. and European officials also
weighed in. “That the closest western allies of
the U.S. unambiguously reject the legitimacy
of using the SnapBack procedure set in R. 2231
confirms their commitment to the JCPOA, their
opposition to the maximum pressure policy
against Iran and says a lot about the world status
of the U.S. today,” former French Ambassador to
the U.S. Gerard Araud tweeted.
“We in the Obama administration created
a deal that gave the United States the ability
to snapback sanctions if Iran cheated on the
JCPOA - one of a thousand reasons you should
never have left the JCPOA. You threw away an
essential tool in America’s toolbox,” former UN
Ambassador Samantha Power tweeted.

The Exporting Source
www.exportingsource.com
The Exporting Source is a free, one-stop website for finding help to export to new
customers, to learn about government export programs, to join export-promoting trade
missions, to sign up for trade conferences and training, and to link to other exporting
services.
Whether you’re an old hand at exporting or just getting started, The Exporting Source
will provide you a place to get the latest news from the Export-Import Bank, U.S. Trade
and Development Agency (USTDA) and Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC),
among other government agencies. Visit www.exportingsource.com.
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EU, U.S. OFFICIALS START
REPLACING PRIVACY SHIELD

JUSTICE WOULD NOT PROSECUTE
FIRM FOR BANK PAYMENT

Don’t think about it too hard. European
Union (EU) and U.S. officials have “initiated
discussion to evaluate the potential” for a
new EU-U.S. Privacy Shield after a July court
ruling sent the deal back to the drawing board,
according to a Aug. 10 joint statement from
Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross and EU Justice
Commissioner Didier Reynders.
The European Court of Justice moved to
invalidate the agreement, ruling that it does not
adequately protect the data of European citizens
in the U.S. (see The Export Practitioner, August
2020, page 24). The ruling came down nine
months after the third review of the agreement,
in which a positive EU report affirmed the U.S.
privacy protection.
The EU and the U.S. “recognize the
vital importance of data protection and the
significance of cross-border data transfers to our
citizens and economies. We share a commitment
to privacy and the rule of law, and to further
deepening our economic relationship, and
have collaborated on these matters for several
decades,” the ministers said.
Industry groups welcomed the progress.
“Cross-border data transfers power the global
economy and support businesses of all sizes in
every sector,” said Kate Goodloe, policy director
at BSA | The Software Alliance.
“BSA stands ready to work with Secretary
Ross, Commissioner Reynders, and the business
community to ensure that an enhanced Privacy
Shield framework establishes strong privacy
protections, provides clear guidelines for
businesses, and fosters trust on both sides of the
Atlantic,” she added.
“The tech industry is committed to working
with all stakeholders in the development of such
framework to protect individuals’ personal data
while supporting innovation and the free flow of
data,” Information Technology Industry Council
(ITI) President and CEO Jason Oxman said in a
statement.

In its first opinion procedure release in
six years, Justice Aug. 14, 2020, said it would
not take any enforcement action under the
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) against an
unnamed U.S.-based multinational firm. Justice
acknowledged the firm compensated “legitimate
and commercially valuable services” provided
during a 2017 purchase of a portfolio of assets
from a foreign investment bank’s foreign
subsidiary.
“A majority of shares of the foreign
investment bank is indirectly owned by a foreign
government. Requestor sought and received
assistance from a different foreign subsidiary
of the same investment bank (the ‘Country B
Office’) in connection with the purchase,” Justice
said in its opinion (No. 20-01).
“Based upon all of the facts and
circumstances, as represented by Requestor,
the Department does not presently intend to
take any enforcement action in response to
the fee Requestor intends to pay the Country B
Office. This is because there is no information
evincing a corrupt intent to offer, promise, or
pay anything of value to a ‘foreign official’ in
connection with the contemplated payment to
the Country B Office,” Justice said.
“Assuming for purposes of this Opinion
that the Country B Office is an instrumentality
of a foreign government and that employees
of the Country B Office are ‘foreign officials’ as
defined in the FCPA, the facts and circumstances,
as represented by Requestor, show a payment
to a foreign government instrumentality, not
a foreign official, and do not reflect a corrupt
intent to influence a foreign official,” it added.
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TIKTOK OWNERSHIP SAGA
MIRRORS U.S.-CHINA DISPUTE
Will they or won’t they? Every week brings
a new episode to the TikTok saga. Days away
from the administration’s September deadline
to sell TikTok, China’s Commerce Ministry, Aug.
28 announced 23 new technologies subject to
government restrictions, including the AI used
in TikTok’s social media algorithm.
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In a tit-for-tat response to Trump’s attempt
to end Chinese ownership of IT companies in
the U.S., China has complicated the outcome:
TikTok must first dismantle its algorithm then
get the Chinese government approval before
selling its overseas holdings. Approval can take
more than 30 days, raising questions whether
the sale can occur by Trump’s deadline or after
the U.S. elections.
“We are studying the new regulations that
were released Friday [Aug. 28]. As with any crossborder transaction, we will follow the applicable
laws, which in this case include those of the
United States and China,” TikTok legal counsel
Erich Andersen confirmed Aug. 30 in a statement
to reporters. Andersen joined TikTok in January
from Microsoft.
As chair of the Committee on Foreign
Investment in the U.S. (CFIUS), Treasury
Secretary Steven Mnuchin said Aug. 14 that
“the president issued an order prohibiting the
transaction that resulted in the acquisition
of Musical.ly, now known as TikTok, by the
Chinese company ByteDance. The order directs
ByteDance to divest all interests and rights in
any assets or property used to enable or support
the operation of TikTok in the United States,
and any data obtained or derived from TikTok or
Musical.ly users in the United States.”
TikTok Punts to Court as CEO Resigns
Before this back and forth, facing the option
of selling to an American company or expulsion
from the U.S., TikTok punted. In a lawsuit filed
Aug. 24 in Los Angeles U.S. District Court,
the company argued that the administration’s
Executive Order was not a “bona fide national
security concern” but rather prejudicial and
politically instigated.
The suit filed against Donald Trump, Wilbur
Ross and the Commerce Department, spelled
out on the company’s blog post, argued that
Trump: ignored the great lengths TikTok went
to demonstrate its commitment to serving in
the U.S. market; authorized the prohibition of
activities that have not been found to be ‘an
unusual and extraordinary threat,’ under the
International Emergency Economic Powers Act
(IEEPA); and misused the IEEPA.
Most troubling the company argued was

the administration’s conclusions on the CIFUS
investigation, which has never been made
public. “In the complaint we also go into
significant detail about the nearly year-long
effort we made in good faith to provide [CFIUS]
the voluminous information requested – was
disregarded – and the numerous steps we offered
to take in our commitment to transparency and
cooperation,” TikTok noted.
“In 2019, [CFIUS] contacted ByteDance to
consider whether to review its acquisition of
Musical.ly, a China-based video-sharing platform
— even though Musical.ly was based in China
and had very limited assets in the United States.
This review was highly unusual in that
ByteDance had acquired Musical.ly two years
earlier in 2017. Musical.ly was previously
Chinese-owned and based in China, and
ByteDance had predominantly abandoned
Musical.ly’s limited U.S. assets by the time of
CFIUS’s outreach in 2019,” TikTok argued.
“TikTok Inc. is not a telecommunications
provider and it does not provide the types of
technology and services contemplated by the
2019 executive order. Specifically, TikTok Inc.
does not provide the hardware backbone to
‘facilitate the digital economy,’ and TikTok Inc.
has no role in providing ‘critical infrastructure
and vital emergency services,’” it said.
“Finally, despite all of these efforts, without
the standard communication appropriate in
a CFIUS case, and with little regard to the
mitigation proposals that TikTok had made,
CFIUS rushed out its decision within five
minutes of its deadline, “ the complaint argued.
Mnuchin said Aug. 14: “CFIUS conducted an
exhaustive review of the case and unanimously
recommended this action to the President in
order to protect U.S. users from exploitation of
their personal data.”
In another twist in the saga, days after
its lawsuit, TikTok CEO Kevin Mayer, who left
Disney as head of streaming to bolster TikTok’s
American credibility, resigned. Mayer’s decision
appears to be driven by the administration’s
de facto breakup of TikTok as a global player.
The current general manager, Vanessa Pappas,
replaces Mayer as interim head.
In a letter to employees, Mayer said, “I
understand that the role that I signed up for–
including running TikTok globally–will look very
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different as a result of the U.S. Administration’s
action to push for a sell off of the U.S. business.
I’ve always been globally focused.”
With TikTok & WeChat
Banned, Microsoft Helps
The White House Aug. 6 banned transactions with not just one, but two Chinese IT
companies. The ban which will take effect in
45 days, includes both Chinese social media
giant TikTok and another widely used platform,
WeChat.
Whether for personal reasons or genuine
national security and privacy concerns, the
president a week earlier said the administration
was considering a ban on TikTok from the
U.S. The president said the ban was necessary
because WeChat, like TikTok, “censors content
that the Chinese Communist Party deems
politically sensitive and may also be used for
disinformation campaigns that benefit the
Chinese Communist Party.”
Word broke that Microsoft was interested in
acquiring TikTok. It is unclear how the president
made the decision and whether it would stand
up to legal challenge or even public scrutiny.
Two days after the president’s off-the-cuff
statements, Microsoft confirmed that it was
“prepared to continue discussions to explore
a purchase” of TikTok in the U.S. and would
complete those discussions no later than Sept.
15.
“Microsoft fully appreciates the importance
of addressing the President’s concerns. It is
committed to acquiring TikTok subject to a
complete security review and providing proper
economic benefits” to the U.S., including the
U.S. Treasury, Microsoft said in a statement
Aug. 2. If the purchase proceeds, where does
that leave the national security concerns? Of
course, the president’s ban could all be moot if
the Microsoft sale proceeds, and the company
becomes a U.S. entity.
In enacting the ban, the President did
not use the CFIUS route, but rather his May
2019 Executive Order (EO) relying on the
International Emergency Economic Powers Act
(IEEPA), which grants him sweeping powers.
Like clockwork, the Senate Aug. 6
unanimously approved the No TikTok on
Government Devices Act (S.3455), which would
20
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prohibit federal employees from downloading or
using the social media video application TikTok
on government-issued devices. The Senate
Homeland Security & Governmental Affairs
Committee unanimously approved the bill two
weeks earlier (see The Export Practitioner, August
2020, page 27).
At that time, CFIUS was reviewing TikTok
and its parent company ByteDance, to present
the findings to the president. “TikTok is
under CFIUS review, and we’ll be making a
recommendation to the President on it this
week. So, we have lots of alternatives,” Mnuchin
told reporters two days before the president’s
threat.
In an Aug. 7 blog post, TikTok vowed to test
U.S. jurisprudence by taking the matter to court.
The EO “risks undermining global businesses’
trust in the United States’ commitment to the
rule of law, which has served as a magnet for
investment and spurred decades of American
economic growth. And it sets a dangerous
precedent for the concept of free expression
and open markets. We will pursue all remedies
available to us in order to ensure that the rule
of law is not discarded and that our company
and our users are treated fairly – if not by the
administration, then by the U.S. courts,” TikTok
promised.
“We have made clear that TikTok has never
shared user data with the Chinese government,
nor censored content at its request. In fact, we
make our moderation guidelines and algorithm
source code available in our Transparency
Center, which is a level of accountability no
peer company has committed to. We even
expressed our willingness to pursue a full sale of
the U.S. business to an American company,” the
company wrote.
China Incensed by TikTok Ban
China pushed back against the pending
U.S. ban of its technology giants, TikTok and
WeChat. Chinese Foreign Ministry Spokesperson
Zhao Lijian Aug. 14 called the actions
“discriminatory” and “nothing to do with
national security.”
TikTok “is simply a platform for the
American public to showcase their talent and
spread joy. It has nothing to do with national
security. Without any solid evidence, some
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people in the U.S. have been abusing the
concept of national security to suppress nonAmerican enterprises. These U.S. moves are
‘utterly disgraceful’,” Zhao said.
“We hope the U.S. will stop restrictive
measures and discriminatory practice against
Chinese companies to create conditions for
implementing the phase one trade deal,” he
added.
Meanwhile, two Republican senators -Jerry Moran (R-Kan.) and John Thune (R-S.D.)
-- asked the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to
investigate TikTok’s data collection practices. The
senators cited press reports that claim among
other things TikTok collected the media access
control (MAC) addresses of targeted customers
in 2019 “without notice” or “providing a
mechanism to opt out of such collection
practices.”
These lawmakers are the latest to join the
president on squeezing Chinese tech companies
on national security grounds. Although neither
the president nor lawmakers have presented any
direct evidence to implicate these companies,
they have pointed to a 2017 Chinese law that
compels Chinese companies to surrender to
Beijing’s national intelligence investigations.
Moreover, TikTok is not the only social
media company collecting users’ MAC addresses.
A congressional hearing weeks earlier showed
most U.S. IT companies played fast and loose
with consumer’s private data.

END NOTES
COVID: Export-Import (Ex-Im) Bank Aug. 31
extended previously announced coronavirus
relief measures, including waivers, deadline
extensions, streamlined processing and
flexibility, through Oct. 31. Ex-Im board in May
extended measures through summer (see The
Export Practitioner, June 2020, page 19).
DUAL-USE EXPORTS: And then there was
one. For single dual-use export transaction
that Ex-Im Bank monitored in 2020 – two
satellites for Mexican government – all required
documentation was completed on time and
Mexico was in compliance with bank’s dual-use
policy, GAO said in report published Aug. 27
(GAO-20-688R).

ENTITY LIST: BIS Aug. 27 added 60 entities in
China, France, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Oman, Pakistan, Russia, Switzerland and UAE
to its Entity List. BIS added five bureaus of
China Communications Construction Company
(CCCC) and 19 other Chinese companies to
Entity List for engaging in activities contrary
to U.S. national security interests. Specifically,
“these entities enabled China to reclaim and
militarize disputed outposts in the South
China Sea. In particular, these entities have
engaged in reclaiming land at Mischief Reef,
which per a July 2016 ruling by an Arbitral
Tribunal convened under the 1982 Law of the
Sea Convention was determined to be part of
the Philippines’ exclusive economic zone and
continental shelf,” Federal Register notice said.
Rule also revised five existing entries, one each
in Canada, Germany, Hong Kong, Iran and
UAE. Specifically, BIS removed aliases from three
entities and added presumption of denial to
license review policy for two Huawei affiliates.
SYRIA: Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets
Control (OFAC) Aug. 20 designated six
individuals, including two senior members of
Syrian government: Luna Al Shibl, Al-Assad’s
top press officer, and her husband Mohamad
Ammar Saati bin Mohamad Nawzad, prominent
member of Syrian Ba’ath Party. Al Shibl “has
been instrumental in developing Assad’s false
narrative that he maintains control of the
country and that the Syrian people flourish
under his leadership,” agency said.
SUDAN: OFAC Aug. 11 issued guidance on
Sudan program and Darfur sanctions. “U.S.
persons are no longer prohibited from engaging
in transactions with respect to Sudan or the
Government of Sudan that were previously
prohibited,” guidance noted. Because Sudan
remains on State Sponsors of Terrorism (SST)
list, “certain prohibitions and licensing
considerations still apply.” These include
export controls, humanitarian transactions
and donations from government of Sudan to
U.S. persons, agency noted. OFAC in June 2018
removed Sudanese Sanctions Regulations from
Code of Federal Regulations per October 2017
administration action revoking most Sudan
sanctions (see The Export Practitioner, July 2018,
page 17).
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CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC: OFAC
Aug. 7 designated Central African Republic
(CAR) militia leader Bi Sidi Souleymane for
“conduct that would constitute a serious abuse
or violation of human rights or a violation of
international humanitarian law.” At same time,
UN Security Council’s CAR Sanctions Committee
implemented asset freeze and travel ban on
Souleymane. DDTC in July revised CAR export
licensing policy of denial to add exemptions
approved in recent UN Security Council
resolutions (see The Export Practitioner, August
2020, page 30).
HONG KONG: OFAC Aug.7 imposed sanctions
on 11 current and former Hong Kong government officials, including Chief Executive Carrie
Lam and Chris Tang, commissioner of Hong
Kong Police Force (HKPF), for “undermining
Hong Kong’s autonomy and restricting the
freedom of expression or assembly of the citizens
of Hong Kong.” President issued an executive
order in July, formally ending U.S. government’s
preferential treatment to territory in response
to new Chinese security law (see The Export
Practitioner, August 2020, page 15).
IRAN: Special Representative for Iran Brian
Hook has “decided to step down” from role,
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo announced Aug.

6. “He has achieved historic results countering
the Iranian regime,” Pompeo added, prompting
immediate criticism. Dana Shell Smith,
former ambassador to Qatar, tweeted: “Good
riddance,” calling Hook “mastermind of political
retaliation, architect of failed diplomacy, shirked
responsibility to defend Americans and everyone
else under blockade in Qatar.” Following
transition period, Special Representative for
Venezuela Elliott Abrams will add Iran to his job
responsibilities.
ZIMBABWE: OFAC Aug. 5 designated
Zimbabwean businessman Kudakwashe
Regimond Tagwirei and his company Sakunda
Holdings “for providing support to the
leadership of the Government of Zimbabwe.”
At same time, agency removed sanctions on
businessman John Bredenkamp, who died in
June, and 20 companies he owned. Bredenkamp
and companies were designated in 2008. OFAC
in March designated former commander of
Zimbabwean National Army’s Presidential
Guard Brigade and national security minister for
involvement in human rights abuses, including
attack on peaceful demonstrators and political
opponents (see The Export Practitioner, April
2020, page 22).
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CONTACT US

ABOUT OUR LAW FIRM

Torres Law is a leading boutique law firm specialized in international trade and national security matters. We
have extensive experience with the various regimes and agencies governing trade such as U.S. Customs and
Border Protection, the Bureau of Industry and Security, the Directorate of Defense Trade Controls, the Office
of Foreign Assets Control, the Defense Security Service, and the Committee on Foreign Investment in the
United States.

PRACTICE AREAS
CUSTOMS

U.S. Customs audits (e.g., Focused Assessments and Quick Response Audits), notices of action and enforcement, conduct
internal compliance reviews, and pursue Customs rulings and advisory opinions. We frequently submit “prior disclosures”
to U.S. Customs and negotiate for the reduction of penalties. We assist clients before local port officials and at Customs and
Border Protection’s headquarters in Washington, D.C.

EXPORTS

Export compliance and representation before various government agencies administering the International Traffic in Arms
Regulations (ITAR), Export Administration Regulations (EAR), and the Foreign Trade Regulations (FTR or Census
regulations). We assist with export audits, government inquiries, voluntary disclosures, subpoenas, corporate
investigations, and government enforcement actions.

ECONOMIC SANCTIONS

Guidance regarding the U.S. sanctions programs administered by OFAC. We advise clients regarding the scope of the
sanctions, potential exceptions, and assist with the preparation and submission of licenses. We also assist with audits,
internal reviews, corporate investigations, voluntary self-disclosures, and developing compliance programs.

FCPA

Assist clients with FCPA compliance and provide advice regarding the scope, meaning, and application of the FCPA and
other anti-corruption laws.

INDUSTRIAL SECURITY

Assist clients with industrial security matters in the context of cross-border corporate acquisitions involving the defense and
high-tech industries. We have experience with filings with the Committee on Foreign Investment in the U.S. (CFIUS), which
is responsible for regulating foreign direct investment in the United States. We also advise companies on
FOCI mitigation and provide guidance on how transactions might be structured to
best anticipate FOCI concerns.

MEET THE TEAM
Attorneys and Trade Advisors with impeccable credentials, specialized knowledge, and a wealth of experience.
Our attorneys adhere to the highest professional standards and have achieved local and
international preeminence in their practice areas
Widely published and sought after to participate in international trade discussions
ecognized by organizations like Who’s Who Legal, Chambers and Partners, Super Lawyers, and
Women in Compliance Awards.

